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Abstract 

A method of computation of fully developed longitudinal steady turbulent flow of 
incompressible fluid through an infinite bundle of parallel smooth roda, baaed on 
finite element discretization and o m equation turbulence model, ia described. 
Theoretical results are compared with exper Tits. 

výpočet turbulentního proudění v elementární proudové buňce palivové kazety 
rychlého reaktoru metodou konečných elementů 

Abstrakt 

Ve zprávě je popsána metoda výpočtu vyvinutého ustáleného podélného turbulentního 
proudční nestlačitelné tekutiny nekonečným svazkem rovnoběžných hladkých tyči, 
naložená na využiti metody konečných elementu a jednaparametrického modelu turbu
lence. Vvsledky výpočtů jsou srovnány s experimentálními výsledky. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Preveiling majority of flows of industrial interest is turbulent. It is therefore 

necessary to be able to compute thia type of flowa with the level of accuracy depending 

on the aia> of the analysis. Three levels of computation procedures cen be distinguished 

according to their tasks : 

The 'post-dieting computet tone1 procedures" aim at reproduction of experimental reaults 

on which they are based. The best of the* can increase the saount of information gained 

by providing valuee of non-meaaured (or even non-measurable with recent instrumentation) 

quantitiea. These procedures are heavily problem-dependent (the problem being defined 

mainly by geometry of the flow end Reynolds number in this context) end their epplicetion 

to other problems is difficult if not imp ossible. 

The 'interpoleting computetionel procedures* cen post-diet the results of several types 

of experiments which differ slightly in geometry and/or in Reynold» number. Such proce

dures can therefore interpolete the experiments end decrease the number of varianta to 

be teated. 

The 'predicting coaputetional procedures* should cover a range of problees with a high 

degree ofreliebilitv of the results. Using theee procedures it should be possible to 

predict the results of planned experiments end to decide which vertants (if sny) ere to 

be tested end whet quantities (end where) ere to be Pleasured. These predictions neve very 

positive effect on economy of experimental work. Any team of experimenters should there

fore be supported by s group of developers of computational procedures (computer codes) 

if large investments into the experimental facility ere to be fully utilized. 

The work presented describes e 'post-dieting* computer code KMODEL developed within 

the freme of experimente1 end theoretical study of turbulent flows in fest resetor fuel 

subassemblies carried out in NRI for a long time. The code represents a flexible tool 

for analysis of two-dimensional turbulent flows of incompressible fluid through straight 

non-circular chennels. Its modular structure enablea implementation of verlous turbulen

ce models. At this stene, perfomence of this code hes been tested using e quite simple 

anisotropic one-equation model of turbulence /2/, see. Sect. 3. As the development of a. 

suitsble numerice I procedure besed on the finite element method hes been our primery 

tesk et this etege, no modifications of the turbulence model hae been mede to improve 

the egreement of calculations with experiments /1/. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF TURBULENT FLOWS 

There is general egreement that turbulent flowe of most fluids sre described by Nevier-

-Stokee equations. These transport equationa for «omentum of unit volume of fluid toge

ther with the continuity equation, etete equations corresponding initial end boundary 

cenditiona form a cloaed system of equations. To obtain turbulent solution it is neces-

sery (i) to solve the three-dimensional unsteady problem and (ii) to formulate correct 

initial and boundary conditione. The attempts to solve this problem enalytically 

heve feilled so fer ano only possibility is to use s numerical method. As the turbulent 

processes heve very smell time end spatial scales it is necessary to use computing 

meshes with a very large number of nodes. The number of nodes required depends on Rey

nolds number of the flow end in the three-dimensionel unsteady case is proportional 

to the cube of this parameter. Analyses of practical industrial flows with Reynold» 

numbers ae high es 106 or* therefore beyono >-he capabilities of present computers in 

spite of very spectral and finite difference methods of solution of Naviar-Stokes 

equations being developed and tested. Further, Navier-Stokes equations ore under sout 
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circumstances strongly dependent on disturbances of boundary conditions, these distur
bances lying under the accuracy of Measuring Methods commonly used in industry. It 
appears therefore impossible at present to base a computational procedure for applica
tion to engineering problems on solution of (unaveraged) Navier-Stokes equations des
pite the fact that these equations are believed to be the simplest theory of turbu
lence. 
Turbulence is a very unsteady process, Navier-Stokes equations giving the instantaneous' 
vslues of its parameters such as velocity and pressure fields. Measurements carried out 
so far have suggested that there are average values of these parameters which have much 
smoother time dependence and in some cases, called steady turbulent flowa, these mean 
values ere time-independent' For an engineer, it is these average values that he is pri
marily interested in. It is therefore common practice in engineering calculations to 
stsrt ».ith the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, the so-called Reynolds equation», where 
the averaged parameters of turbulent flow play the role of dependent variables. For these 
quantities it is also possible to formulate much more easily the required boundary condi
tions. Ilowerer, Reynolds equations do not form a closed system of equations: they contain, 
beside the mean values of velocity, pressure and density (in the case of compressible flow 
etc.) also the averaged products of fluctuations of velocities around their mean values, 
the to-called Reynolds stresses. The number of equations is therefore lower then the num
ber of unknown functions and it is the task of turbulence modelling to solve this problem 
of closure by providing a sufficint number of additional equations. 
various method o. closure of Reynolds equations have bean suggested, majority of them 
using the concept of turbulent (eddy) viscosity ^ j . : in analogy with the viscous stresses 
fu-oli/ ox. Reynolds stresses are expressed as ,-u.,. oil/ их.. In contrast to the laminar > viscosity the turbulent viscosity depends on velocity field. Th* famous Prandtl s mixinn 
Icnoth hypothesis expresses ,*A. t as 

where mixing length 1 is given by an empirical algebraic relation. These algebraic mo
dels of turbulent viscosity are very simple and work well in some cases, where good alge
braic relation for 1 is known from experiments. In recent years the role of algebraic 
models in engineering calculations has been gradually taken over by differential models 
of turbulent viscosity based on Prandtl-коlmogorov relation 

< * * • t'f-\T* I, (2) 
where к is turbulent kinetic energy (kinetic energy of velocity fluctuations). The closu
re of Reynolds equations is then obtained (i) by supplying a differential transport equa
tion for turbulent energy к and an algebraic relation for the length scale l (one-equa
tion differential model of turbulence, K-model), or (ii) by supplying differential trans
port equations for both к and or the rate of dissipation of turbulence energy £ (two-

•equation differentional turbulence models, K-l or K-fc model, respectively). Generally 

speaking, the more transport equations used, the more complex flows can be analysed. Post-

-dicting capability of codes based on differential models of turbulence is increased in 

comparison with the algebraic models at the expense of computer time and memory. Their 

predicting capabilities are studies intensively and, at preaent, the most popular turbu

lence model in engineering calculations ia the K-£ two-equation model. 

At the first stage of our development of computer codes which are able to analyae turbu

lent flows in complex cross-sections, a relatively simple one-equation model of turbulen

ce /2/ as described in the following section was selected. 
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3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

Assuming a steady longitudinal fully developed turbulent flow of incompressible fluid 
through en infinite bundle of smooth rods it is possible to write the following Rey
nolds equation for conservation of momentum(in the cylindrical coordinate system) : 

where the averaged pressure field is assumed to be dependent only on the axial coordi-
natě z with d p / dz equal to a known constant, and the averaged velocity having 
only the z-component и (secondary velocities V and V u> are neglected). Boundary 
conditions are obvious : 

U * О on solid walls, and (4a) 

• oil/on » 0 on lines of symmetry. (4b) 

For symmetry reasons only the elementary flow cell as shown in Fig. 1 will be consi
dered. 
To close Eq. 3 it is necessary to relate the terms - P^*r and -PZV- called turbu
lent (Reynolds) stresses with the velocity field U(r, U> ) and its derivatives. In analo
gy with the viscous stress terms the concept of eddy viscosity in radial and azlmuthal 
directions taking into account the anizotropy of turbulent transport in rod bundles is 
introduced : 

-f̂ r - Ащ- (5Ь) 

After substitution Of (5) into (3) the following transport equation is obtained : 

(6 ) i i - Г-f и. * i i r> Í J l l + 3 Г,, f . 3 u l Эр л 

Prandtl-Kolmogorov relations for turbulent viscosities have the form 

r't = <?Cr Г* l r • ™ 
/x[ -- ^ (Г 1 т , (7b) 

where С and Си, are empirical constants, I and lj, ^re length scales of turbu
lence given by some algebraic equations and к is the kinetic energy turbulent fluctu
ations and is given by the following transport equation /2/< 

['</••$> ** ] • a? [</••$> M b *•••• (8) 

«here o K is turbulent Prnndtl number (assumed to be constant), the term S. describes 
productionand S 2 dissipation of kinetic energy of turbulence К : 
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— Э и ^ / з г = 3 _ и , _ , , г ,3]J,2 t,f ,31' 
" " (?^г 57 + <?=*/ Й* > •/*; <5?> * А 1гЯ >'• («) 

S2 - -С,** K 3 / 2 / l d . (10) 

Here, С . is a fur ther empirical constant end 1 . is the length scale of d iss ipat ion . 

Boundary conditions are as usual 

К • 0 on so l id wa l la , ( l i s ) 

•d к Л п « О on symmetry l i n e s . ( l i b ) 

The length scales 1 , 1 у and l r f ere af ter / 2 / given by the fol lowing algebraic equations: 

l f = v [ l - exp <-AfR)J for O Í Y 4 0 . 2 5 Y (I2a) 

0.25 • 0.066 sin {3755 ( x - 0 .25)}] for 0.25Ý^Y4Y (I2b) 

1 - exp (-A^Rll for 0 4 V 4 V (I2c) 

*r = ? 

l f = Y 

1 - exp (-AdR)J , (I2d) 

where Y and Y are wall distances as shown in Fig. 1, A. and A. ere empirical 

constanta end R » Y Гк*Р /м is turbulent Reynolds number. 
The model of turbulence used here has been selected for the following reasons : 
- the model is simple but retains the essential features of more complex mrdels; computa

tion procedure can be therefore efficiently tested; 
- the model is anisotropic and sni sotropy of turbulent transport plays the decisive role 

in flow through rod bundles ss has been proved by experiments; 
- the empirical constants contained in the model have been optimized in a slightly diffe

rent geometry (finite bundle of parallel rod») and their application to an infinite 
bundle enable» us to judge the generality of the model; 

- the model also includes the near-wall region of turbulent flow and no computer code 
claiming predicting capability can exclude this region from its solution domain, with 
this fact in mind, it is therefore necessary to be familiar with the physical and compu
tational problems, encountered in this region of flow. 

4. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

Equation (6) and (8) together with boundary conditlona (4) and (11) are solved by a finite 
element method. Weak formulation of the problem is obtained by means of Galerkin weighted 
residual method, the second derivativea in the Integrand are eliminated by uaing Green 
theorem. If the solution domain is divided into NELEM finite elements with NPOIN nodea 
and N (r, <f ) , i-l,..., NPOIN are weighting functions (with local supports), the follo
wing systems of equations ere obtained : 
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NELEM . „t) Д*1ДД f. V*y[> 7Í 4? г"^* £V"Vl'fi* гЭч rdrdvp + 

' I / 4 ^ rdrdu> О, i = i , . . . , NPOIN (13) 

NELEM 

/ . s
» - S , r d r d T - / . * ' SjfdrdiP = 0 . i = 1 NPOItí (14.) 

wi th in each element Fe , ve loc i ty U and turbulent energy К are approximated as fol lows : 

NNOOE , . 
and ( 1 5 e ) 

NISIOOE 
ZZ N'K 
1 - 1 

)J (15b) 

where NNODE ia the number of nodes per element; u' and к' are nodal veluea of U tind K. 

At t h i a po in t , two important s impl i f i ca t ions have been made: 

( i ) the turbulent v iacoa i t i es (and hence /к", see Eq. 7) are ca lculated from the 
previous i t e r a t i o n . I t mesne that the syatema (13) and (14) are in fac t decoupled anc can 
be solved aequ«ntial ly (the updated ve loc i ty f i e l d ia used in ca lcu la t ion of produce ion 
of turbulent energy К (term with S . ) ) . and that the dissipat ion term can be e a a i l y l i n e a 
r i z e d a» follows : 

s2 - -cd<?-r- K' ( 1 6 ) 

where fiT is taken from the previous iteration. 

(ii) the turbulent viacoaities (and hence (к in some cases) and the length scales 
lr, lv, and l^ ere regarded aa propertiea of elemente (and not of nodal pointa) and 
are calculated in the centres of individual elemente. 

Introducing [iqa. 7, 13 and 16 into Eqs. 13 and 14, and taking into account the assumptions 
just presented, one obtains after some manipulations the final matrix equationa : 

USTIFj.u' « ULOADj U l , ...., NPOIN, and 

KSTIF *J m KLOAO, , i.l, NPOIN, 

(17) 

(18) 
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«hare the usual summation convection is adopted and 

USTI 
NELEU Г 

• / " [ > • L m' "•'t- ^-^V 1.,-?тчЦ3""1 

ULOAO 
NELEM Г i 1 3„ 

HELElíf /л\ г 5.Í3.J 

•""•#£>" / e ^ — f • C d|? /..Vror.-l. 
d 

6-1 L •" j*l 

(I9a) 

(I9b) 

;i9c) 

KLOAD, =S 

« „ T i MODE a NJ i 0 
•</"!>' i * E. Řj-^r-rd,, j=i 

(I9d) 

Examination of Eq. 19 reveal* that only the integration in production term (matrix KlOAD) 
ha* to be carried out in each iteration. The other integrals (element matrices) depend only 
on geometry of the individual elements and are therefore calculated at the beginning of 
iterations. This fact folk 'a from the assumption (ii) above and greatly decreases time 
of calculation. 

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

To test the computer code KMODEL, turbulent velocity field in the elementary flow cell 
of an infinite bundle of rods with the pitch-to-diameter ratio of 1.17, shown in Fig. 1, 
was calculated. The aituation corresponds to the aerodynamic models Hfw-i and HFM-2 tested 
in NRI. 
The solution domain was divided into NELEM bi-linear quadrilateral finite elements with 
appropriate refinement in the near-wall region (up to »Y* • 50). The resulting set of li
nearized algebraic equation* wa* solved by frontal method /3/. 
Two finite element meshes w«re adopted. The finner one consisted of 25 layers of finite 
elements(ten of them in the wall region, the ratio of radial size of two neighbouring 
element» being A«1.5jin 10 coliran* (NftEN«250, which correspond* to 286 nodal points), 
the coarse one had 15 layers of finite elements (five of them in the wall region) in 
6 columns (90 elements, 112 nodal point*). 
To accelerate the iteration*, the threee-layer universal velocity profile using cell-ave
raged friction velocity was employed in calculation of the initial velocity filed. The 
initial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy К for the initial turhulent viscosity 
calculation was approximated by the following simple formula 

К * 4 V*2 tor O* YÍ0.25Y 

= _L V*
2 for 0.25$ < Y*Ý* 

(20) 
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The following constants in the Model of turbulence were used (/2/) : 

Cp • 0,21 Jf С » 2.0 ; CD » 0.4J6 ; (5^ » l.f" , с * °>uió ; AD а 0.26Э. 
U The solution Method worked quite satisfactory. The relative error in velocity lower than 

0.002 has been achieved in less then 10 iterations for- '•' с computing Meshes used. The 
method converges well providing that sufficient refinement of computing Mesh towards the 
wall is adopted. 
The results for the finner Mesh, displayed in Figs. 1 to 5, illustrste mainly perfor
mance of the model of turbulence, incorporated in this version of the code, and enable 
us to draw conclusions regarding the future development of the code. 
Experience shows that the most critical parameter in comparisons of theoretical and 
experimental results is the distribution of wall sheer stresses L ( <+" ) as shown in 
Fig. 1. The experimental curve exhibits local Minimum at <f> • 30°. This fact is 
usually attributed to t;ie effect of secondary flows end cannot be therefore obtained 
using the code KMOOEL because the secondary velocities ere not, for the present, con
sidered in the code. The differences between theoretical and experimental wall shear 
atresses affect also the comparisons in Figs. 2 to 5 as the quantities displayed there 
arc Made dimer.sionless, as usual, by means of the local friction velocity V*(»P) • /T(f)/f> • 
Velocity profiles shown in Fig. 2 coincide well it «1 » 0° (the narrow part of the cell) 
but at f • 3d0 they differ substantially (by approximately 4 per cent). The reason lies 
mainly in the difference of theoretical end experimental wall sheer stresses in this re
gion, mentioned above. The true (dimensional) values of velocity agree much better, the 
differences being lower then l per cent. 
In Fig. 3, the second dependent variable of the computational procedure used, the turbu
lent kinetic energy K, is shown. The theoretic». 1 curves show some similarities with the 
experimental ones but their maximum is shifted towards well in comparison with the 
experiment. 
Approximation of Reynolds atreases is illustrated in the last two figures. The radial 
component - & uv_ shows very close coincidence (Fig. 4) whereas in the case of the azi-
•uthal component - P uv* (Fig. 5) the situation AWh worse. 
As has been mentioned at the end of Chapter 4, the element matrices in (19a), (19b), and 
(19c) are calculated at the beginning of calculation procedure (after.the element meah is 
generated) and remain constant during iterations. Only the element matricea in the pro
duction term (19d) are being updated. Further simplification could be therefore poaaible 
in this respect when the re-calculation of production is «topped after some limiting value 
of difference of two subsequent velocity fields is met. The results of a limiting case, 
when production is calculated in the first iteration only and then left constant, are 
shown in Fig. 1. The error in the relative wall shear stress is approximately 0.5 %, but 
the error in axial velocity waahearly 4 %. when the above mentioned limit deliberately 
chosen, the error in velocity could be substantially lowered. 
Much more'efficient way how to decrease the demands on computing time is the employment 
of a coarse mesh. For the two meshes adopted, the difference in the relative wall ahear 
stress la lower than 0.5 % as is seen in Fig. 1, and the difference in axial velocity 
is even lower. Computing time was approximately 3 0 % of that for the fine mesh. 
From the results of calculations carried out so far, the following conclusions can be 
drawn : 

J 
(i) The numerical procedure incorporated in the code worka satisfactory and offers 

some possibilities of further development. 
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(ii) To improve the agreement of calculationa with experiments, совриter optiaize--
tion of eapirical conatanta in the aodel of turbulence ia needed. Howerer, thia agreeaent 
ia limited by the fact that aecondery velocities are not considered in the code. Inclu-
aiona of secondary velocities into the calculation procedure appears to be neceaaary. 

(iii) It would be desirable to aodify the aodel of turbulence, especially the 
epproxiaation of aziauthal Reynolda stresses. In order to achieve better agreeaent of com
puted and experiaental results, the amplication of a aore sophisticated aodel of turbu
lence aay be needed. 
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Fi». 1: 
Wall ahaar atreaa diatribution - -ca lculat ion , fina sash, ini t ia l production 

conserved, Re=175 000 О esperisent / 1 / , Ra=172 000 
^-ca lcu la t ion , f in . mean. R.=183 000 + calculation, coar.a шааЬ, Re=181 500 

Fig. 2: Velocity profiles 
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Fix. 3: Kinetic energy of turbulence К 
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